Template for a book not yet released:
Subject: Would you like to be a beta reader?
Dear [Name],
I would love it if you’d like to be a beta reader for my book [Title]. 
If you’re interested, simply reply to this message and I’ll get the manuscript sent to you ASAP.
I’ll follow up with you regarding the possibility of reviewing [Title] once I get your confirmation.
Thank you,
[Your Name]

Template for a book not yet released:
Subject: My latest book… beta inside!
Dear [Name],
Thank you agreeing to review my book! 
Here’s your special gem:
Click here to download the review copy of [Book Title].
Please hit reply to this email with your short, honest book review and watch Amazon in the coming weeks for the book’s release. When it is released, please copy and paste your review on the Amazon listing as well. 
Thanks again for your support in reviewing my book!
In appreciation,
[Your Name]

Template for a book already on Amazon.com:
Subject: Would you like to be a beta reader?
Dear [Name],
I would love it if you’d like to be a beta reader for my book [Title]. 
If you’re interested, simply reply to this message and I’ll get the review copy sent to you ASAP.
I’ll follow up with you regarding the possibility of reviewing [Title] once I get your confirmation.
Thank you,
[Your Name]

Subject: Your exclusive invitation to review my latest book!
Dear [Name],
Thank you for offering to be on my exclusive book reviewer list for my book! 
Here’s your special gem:
Click here to download the review copy of [Book Title].
The book is already on Amazon, so click here to leave your honest review  [copy/paste Amazon link to your book] (If you have even a minor issue with the material, a 3- or 4-star review won’t offend me. Keep it honest!)
Thanks again for your support in reviewing my book!
In appreciation,
[Your Name]

